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Guangzhou is the ninth MICHELIN Guide in Asia. A number of the citys finest establishments made it into
the guide, a showcase of Guangzhou's rising restaurant scene and high culinary standards. The Guangzhou
selection highlights a great local gastronomic interest. In this city, the culinary scene reflects great talent in
the kitchen, wonderful ingredients and a mastery of different flavours. In summary, Guangzhou has a wealth
of astonishing restaurants with a strong and historical Cantonese background. 64 Restaurants & 17 Hotels Bib
Gourmand: Fantastic Cooking For RMB200 Or Less This edition also features establishments with the Bib
Gourmand distinction which recognizes restaurants which serve high-quality food at affordable prices. In

Europe, a meal at a Bib Gourmand restaurant would cost no more than 36 Euro per person, and in
Guangzhou, RMB200. Restaurants recognized with a Michelin plate. In addition, a number of restaurants

were awarded with a Michelin Plate which recognizes good cooking and fresh ingredients capably prepared,
an indication of a good meal. To make your stay memorable, the MICHELIN guide has an easy-to-use format,
featuring:- Thematic indexes to help you make the right choice- Cultural and practical information- Cuisines
from around the world, in all price bands- City map locating the guide's hotels and restaurants- Photos and

lively description for each entry, including prices
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